The Corporeal Turn
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What has been called the “corporeal turn” in recent Jewish studies is provoking anxiety. If “Judaism’s mind has been more interesting and more influential than Judaism’s body,” a distinction worthy of study in its own right, critics are calling for “a swing back to its more traditional mooring in the text (which, in any case, has often dealt with the body).” But those who took the corporeal turn never left the text behind. Rather, they brought a concern with the body to the text and found new ways to read and think about those texts. What troubles the critics would seem to lie elsewhere. Reviewing several books published in the 1990s, Hillel Halkin characterized the trend as “feminizing Jewish Studies,” which he did not intend as a compliment. The problem was not that their authors ignored the text. Rather, it was the way they read the texts; their approach was marked, in his view, by “postmodern thinking,” skepticism, a “non-to anti-Zionist” stance, an affirmation of “Diaspora Jewish identity,” and above all an open embrace of feminism and feminist theory (and, though he does not say so in so many words, a preoccupation with sexuality and homosexuality). Non-Orthodox Jewish America is, in his view, suffering from deep confusion, exacerbated (if not caused) by the “sexual revolution,” and this kind of work just makes things worse. A firestorm ensued, fueled a few months later by Gabriel Schoenfeld’s wholesale condemnation of “the voguish hybrid known as gender studies” in Holocaust scholarship.

2. Indeed, they extended the notion of text, treating, for example, Jewish history as a text—“a text to be read between the lines,” of course. Halkin, “Feminizing,” 41.
Claiming that this trend “does not yet have a name,” Halkin called it “the new Jewish scholarship.” A year earlier, Jonathan Boyarin and Daniel Boyarin had announced “the new Jewish cultural studies,” and a year later The Chronicle of Higher Education published its own assessment of “the new Jewish studies.” In an endorsement for the Boyarins’ book, Eric Santner defined the new Jewish cultural studies as work that brings “to bear recent innovations in the study of gender and sexuality on readings of canonical Jewish texts.” While this may represent a corporeal turn in Jewish textual studies, it does not represent the full potential for a corporeal turn in Jewish studies more broadly conceived, a topic to which I will return. What is new in “the new Jewish cultural studies” is not only the concern with gender and sexuality (corporeality is not to be limited to these important topics in any case) but also the cultural turn in literary studies and the emergence of cultural studies. Text has not gone away. Rather, the corporeal turn has intensified interest in text and offered new ways to think about text as a social, corporeal, and material practice.


5. Personal communication, August 12, 2004. When I indicated to him that I was writing this response, Santner, raised a virtual eyebrow: “But concerning the ‘corporeal turn’: My sense is that it has already begun to fade. Is that your sense, too?”


If anything, text is everything. So powerful a metaphor for culture has text become that anything usefully understood as text has become fair game for “reading,” including film, performance, landscape, image, fashion, the city, and last but not least, the body—note that Daniel Boyarin’s appointment at the University of California is in “Talmudic culture” and *Carnal Israel* is subtitled “reading sex in Talmudic culture” (emphasis added).8 Scholars speak of “writing the body.” They speak of the body as “the inscribed surface of events.”9 “Socially inscribed,” the body “becomes the text that is written upon it.”10 But, as Elliot Wolfson has demonstrated so eruditely in *Circle in the Square: Studies in the Use of Gender in Kabbalistic Symbolism*, the textualization of the body and embodiment of text are not new Jewish preoccupations. The people of the book are also the people of the body, to paraphrase Howard Eilberg-Schwartz, an early contributor to the new Jewish cultural studies, and, as even canonical Jewish texts amply demonstrate, the body is not only good to think about, it is also good to think with.11 Has an interest in the body lessened the “textualist” emphasis in Jewish studies? No. But it has altered “its traditional mooring in the text” by changing where and how scholars are dropping the anchor.

What is at stake is the identity—some might say the soul—of Jewish and cultures of readings—topics and concerns that have been vigorously explored by Roger Chartier.


studies itself. There is a difference between Jewish studies and the study of Jews. Jewish studies as it has developed in the United States over the last thirty years is still multidisciplinary, with an emphasis on textual analysis and history. Those studying Jews in other ways—in the social sciences and the arts—do so largely on the margins of their respective disciplines, not in Jewish studies proper. In contrast, the new Jewish studies is interdisciplinary—even postdisciplinary—and this in itself poses a threat. As Susan M. Kahn pointedly asks: “Can Jewish studies survive an intense interaction with other disciplines?” Such interaction—and the particular interdisciplinary formations that emerge from it—have profound implications for how subjects are constituted for study, the assessment of their importance, the value accorded theory, the analytical tools available, and the kinds of objects that get analyzed. Moreover, much that is not new in other fields may seem new—and even threatening—to Jewish studies as presently constituted.

The result is a culture war, as Naomi Seidman characterizes the situation in her review of David Biale’s edited volume *Cultures of the Jews: A New History*, which won the 2003 National Jewish Book Award. On the one side is the “Berkeley school” (or, California school, to include Stanford) and on the other, the position articulated by David Roskies in his review of the same book. Roskies takes issue with the goal of *Cultures of the Jews* to make Jewish cultures (in the plural) rather than Judaism (in the singular) the object of study. Biale articulated this position some eight years earlier in the first issue of *Jewish Social Studies* to appear under the editorship of Aron Rodrigue and Steven J. Zipperstein. Roskies takes issue with three aspects of Biale’s approach, all of which flow from the premise that Jewish studies would be better served by a more inclusive and pluralistic view of Jewish cultures rather than by the longstanding “notion of a unified, normative entity termed ‘Judaism.’” First, the inclusiveness of Biale’s approach places too much emphasis on vernacular, rather than elite, culture. Second, his pluralism makes too much of the

12. For anthropology, see, for example, Virginia R. Dominguez, “Questioning Jews,” *American Ethnologist* 20.3 (1993): 618–24, and *AJS Perspectives: The Newsletter of the Association for Jewish Studies* (Fall/Winter 2003), which is devoted to interdisciplinarity.


interaction of Jews with their neighbors. Third, the questionable outcome is a shift from “the People of the Book” to the “People of the Body.” To save Jewish identity from the new Jewish studies, Roskies calls for a return to the “value of approaching Jewish history the old-fashioned way, by looking closely at great men, great texts, and great ideas” and celebrating “true and lasting [Jewish] achievements.” He also warns that without the premise that “uniquely Jewish ideas and forms of behavior” arise from “internal Jewish drives,” “both the Jewish body and the Jewish soul [will] stand before us draped in foreign garments.” So, too, will Jewish studies itself.

The problem with the new Jewish studies, however, is not that the body is displacing text or a concern with the mind, which it is not. What makes the critics uncomfortable is that the new approaches do not feel “authentic” or “indigenous” to Jewish studies in the way that certain kinds of textual study do. Note, for example, how earlier studies of Jewish sexuality characterized their own approach. In Sex Laws and Customs in Judaism (1948), “the author has sought merely to present the historic facts without bias and without preachment.” In Marital Relations, Birth Control, and Abortion in Jewish Law, first published in 1968, “the texts are allowed to speak for themselves; the interpretation offered is consistent with and documented by the processes of legal and literary developments in Codes, Commentaries, and Responsa.” This is a long way from Matti Bunzl’s Symptoms of Modernity: Jews and Queers in Late-Twentieth-Century Vienna (Berkeley, Calif., 2004) and even further from recent landmark anthropological studies of the lived experience of contemporary Jewish

19. Louis M. Epstein, Sex Laws and Customs in Judaism (New York, 1948), xxii. But also note, a few lines earlier: “To find in a report of the sexual behavior of the American male an indication that the conduct of the orthodox Jew rates high according to accepted norms of chastity and purity is sufficient recommendation for our supposedly antiquated code with all its shortcomings” (xxi). The Kinsey Report (Alfred C. Kinsey, Wardell Baxter Pomeroy, and Clyde E Martin, Sexual Behavior in the Human Male [Philadelphia, 1948]), which appeared in the same year as Epstein’s book, was widely discussed at the time.
20. David M. Feldman, Marital Relations, Birth Control, and Abortion in Jewish Law (New York, 1974), v–vi. Feldman states his contribution as the “mustering of otherwise inaccessible classic and contemporary sources” on a subject, that despite its “intrinsic importance” has “until now been left virtually untouched in any systematic sense” (p. v).
marital relations, sexuality, reproductive practices, and kinship, examples of which include Susan M. Kahn’s ethnography of assisted conception in Israel and Susan Starr Sered’s account of maternity, modesty, and militarism in Israeli society. Phenomena new to the field, if not new to the world, can alter the disciplinary subject and ways of thinking about all that went before, but not as long as the study of Jews remains marginal to fields marginal to Jewish studies.

Anthropology, which remains marginal to Jewish studies, has played an important role in the cultural turn in history and literature, as evidenced over the last thirty years in the new historicism (spearheaded by literary scholars and inspired by the interpretive anthropology of Clifford Geertz), the new cultural history, microhistory (microstoria), the history of everyday life (Alltagsgeschichte), and even experiential history (Erfahrungsgeochichte). Carnal Israel was written in the context of the new historicism. In 1986, Representations, the journal of record for the new historicism, devoted a special issue to “the making of the modern body,” explaining that

Scholars have only recently discovered that the human body itself has a history. Not only has it been perceived, interpreted, and represented differently in different epochs, but it has also been lived differently, brought into being within widely dissimilar material cultures, subjected to various technologies and means of control, and incorporated into different rhythms of production and consumption, pleasure and pain.

This concern, the writer continues, arises from a particular interdisciplinary convergence (history and anthropology—and, even more importantly

---


it should be added, literature), greater interest in culture on the part of historians, “the thematization of the body in modern philosophy (especially phenomenology), and partly from the emphasis on gender, sexuality, and women’s history that large numbers of feminist scholars have brought to all disciplines.”24 The new historicism is also characterized by the inventive use of a wide variety of sources, textual, visual, and artifactual, and the engagement of art historians, among others.

Whereas Boyarin, following Stephen Greenblatt, characterizes the new historicism (also called cultural poetics) as a sensibility more than a theory, the theoretical stakes are clearly set out in microhistory and Alltagsgeschichte, which focus on the concrete details of everyday practices.25 There is of course a legacy of Jewish inner-life histories—Israel Abrahams, Jewish Life in the Middle Ages (1896), Herman Pollack, Jewish Folkways in Germanic Lands (1648–1806): Studies in Aspects of Daily Life (1971), to mention but two—that describe family feasts and fasts, dress, etiquette, hygiene, child rearing, dancing and games, and ailments and remedies. But they differ from such recent books as Ivan G. Marcus’s Rituals of Childhood: Jewish Acculturation in Medieval Europe (1996) not only in terms of their larger argument (even when they cover some of the same empirical ground), but also in that they are not informed by the theoretical and methodological concerns that drive microhistory and Alltagsgeschichte.26 At stake is nothing less than the issue of historical agency and explanation. Is the answer to be found in a close examination of the embodied practices and lived experience of ordinary people in their everyday lives or in macrostructural forces over long periods of time? And what is the relationship between them?

24. Ibid.


These issues have been richly theorized in the social sciences around notions of habitus, embodiment, experience, practice, and feeling. Nor are these concerns alien to Jewish studies, as a corporeal or embodied reading of the scholarly record, attentive to experience and practice, would reveal. This is precisely what Lawrence Fine sets out to do in *Judaism in Practice*, an edited volume that explores the “embodied nature of Jewish religion,” using literary, anthropological, and phenomenological approaches, as well as drawing upon gender studies and comparative religion. Complementing the historical record are ethnographic studies of the lived experience of contemporary Jewish communities, their synagogues, religious fellowship, study circles, domestic life, and popular and public culture. This approach, by paying special attention to women and...


vernacular culture, has offered a more inclusive approach to Jewish life and attention to a wider range of Jewish and other texts.\textsuperscript{30}

That said, attention to habitus, embodiment, experience, practice, and feeling are worthy of study in their own right and for other reasons as well. The question “Has Judaism’s mind been more interesting and more influential than Judaism’s body?”—if indeed this is the most interesting question to ask—can only be answered by studying “Judaism’s body” and by examining the ways in which it has already been studied, not by determining in advance what is of greater intrinsic interest, as if disciplinary subjects and their objects are already given and not constituted under particular circumstances.\textsuperscript{31}

We might ask instead: How does a topic come into view? Under what circumstances does it become “interesting” and even urgent? Or too dangerous to broach? Why, for example, were American anthropologists, many of them Jewish, unable to constitute Jews as an anthropological subject until after the Holocaust? In a word, the answer resides with the Jewish body. American anthropology during the late nineteenth and first half of the twentieth century was so preoccupied with race that the only way concerned anthropologists could protect Jews from racism was to protect Jews from anthropology. As a result, Franz Boas, a German Jewish immigrant and one of the founders of American anthropology, devoted the better part of his career to trying to disprove anthropological theories of race and, more specifically, to demonstrate that Jews were not a race by any definition.\textsuperscript{32} So urgent did this issue become, with the restriction of immigration during the 1920s and rise of fascism during the 1930s, that Boas systematically eliminated any basis for distinguishing Jews on any grounds, physical or cultural. He literally erased the Jewish subject by demonstrating that there was nothing to study, a strategy that


\textsuperscript{31} See, for example, Miriam Peskowitz, \textit{Spinning Fantasies: Rabbis, Gender, and History} (Berkeley, Calif., 1997), which explores early rabbinic Judaism on the basis of the routine everyday practices of spinning and weaving, as evidenced in texts and in material culture, as well as their symbolism.

might be characterized as constitutive negativity—that is, it was in the negation of Jewish difference that Jews were constituted as an anthropological subject. There were, however, some fascinating, if unintended, outcomes, including David Efron’s groundbreaking study of Jewish gesture, which he undertook under the direction of Boas during the thirties, shortly before Boas died.

Efron had wanted to write a comprehensive study of gesture, but Boas wanted him to demonstrate that gesture was learned, not innate, and therefore yet another indication that bodily dispositions were not racially determined and that Jews were not a race. Efron therefore narrowed his focus to a comparison of two generations of Italian and Jewish immigrants in New York City. Predictably, he showed, in the introduction and conclusion to his dissertation, that while the gestures of the first generation of Italian and Jewish immigrants were very different from each other, the gestures of the second generation of Italians and Jews were more similar to each other (and to other native-born Americans) than to the gestures of their parents. But between the first and last pages of his study, Efron provided the richest account ever of the gesture system of East European Jews and made a lasting methodological contribution as well.

If race stopped Boas from allowing Jews to be constituted as an anthropological subject, psychoanalytic studies of the impact of culture on the formation of personality prompted great interest in what Marcel Mauss called techniques of the body, and especially in such early childhood practices as swaddling, weaning, toilet training, hygiene, affection, corporal discipline, comportment, and the like. During the early 1930s, Max Weinriech pursued this approach under the direction of the anthropologist Edward Sapir and the sociologist John Dollard at Yale and brought it back to the YIVO Institute for Jewish Research in Vilna, where he established the Youth Research Project and introduced the principles of interdisciplinary social science. Weinriech, who translated Freud into Yiddish, saw the body—its gendering, sexuality, regula-


tion—as critical to an understanding of Jewish youth, in whom he placed his hope for a Jewish future in Eastern Europe.  

Boas died in 1942 and by the end of World War II two of his most illustrious students, Ruth Benedict and Margaret Mead, inaugurated a major effort to study prewar East European Jewish culture—also from a personality and culture perspective—within the framework of Cold War anthropology. They paid close attention to the body, consistent with their interest in how specific cultural practices, particularly those connected with enculturation and socialization, form personality and national character. The result was Life Is with People: The Jewish Little-Town of Eastern Europe (1952). This important, though flawed, achievement notwithstanding, Jews have remained a marginal subject in anthropology to this day. As Virginia Dominguez recently asked, “Does anthropology have a Jewish problem?” The answer is yes and the history of anthropology’s Jewish problem is fraught with anxiety whose genealogy leads back to the body. To this day, most of the work on the Jewish body engages in one way or another with the problem of race, enriched of late by considerations of gender, sexuality, and class. Even after American anthropology and other fields repudiated the race “science” of their early years, the Holocaust ensured that the subject would be one of enduring concern. The study of the Jewish body has been conducted ever after under the sign and shadow of the Holocaust.

If there is “a mind/body problem in Jewish studies,” is it the same as the “text/body” problem? The implication here is that the mind is in the text—or the text is the Jewish mind at work—and the body is somewhere else, unrecoverable and less consequential in any case. As Carlo Ginzburg notes, such abstract notions of text arose through processes of disembodiment and dematerialization as technologies of writing and printing separated the text from its oral and gestural performance, while reading and interpretive practices made the physical characteristics of the text irrele-


36. Mark Zborowski and Elizabeth Greenebaum Herzog, Life Is with People: The Jewish Little-Town of Eastern Europe (New York, 1952). When the book was issued in paperback by Schocken, the subtitle was changed to “The Culture of the Shtetl.” See Barbara Kirshenblatt-Gimblett’s introduction to the 1995 edition for a detailed account of the history of this project.

vant. As a result, the text was “gradually purified at every point of refer-
ence related to the senses.” 38 But, as Samuel Heilman shows in his
detailed ethnography of study circles and religious fellowship, the texts
are performed. 39 They are voiced in the presence of others and embedded
in densely textured social worlds. They do not move telepathically be-
tween minds, but interpersonally in space and time, under particular
material conditions, and in physically coded and embodied ways—
dramatically. They are not just thought. They are sensed and felt. They
are experienced. And, as Jeremy Stolow demonstrates in his study of the
ArtScroll publishing house, they continue to be significant as material
objects. 40

Rather than reasserting these binaries and weighing in on the side of
the mind in the text, we might hang the pendulum somewhere else and
let it swing in all directions. This would require a rethinking of what is
“important.” If “God is in the details,” then even an apparently trivial
detail—of no great importance or influence in its own right—might be
the clue to a profound puzzle. Some of the most interesting historical
work has proceeded on nothing less than this principle. 41 Qualitative soci-
ology, anthropology, the history of everyday life, and phenomenology are
premised on the understanding that the ordinary is an achievement and
deserves to be studied in its own right. Nowhere is this clearer than in
Pierre Bourdieu’s notion of habitus, understood as “durable, transposable
dispositions” that are embodied, taken for granted, and function as
“structuring structures.” 42 Haym Soloveitchik’s essay on mimetic Juda-
ism, while not cast in such terms, is an important contribution to the
study of Jewish habitus—to the idea, following Bourdieu, of practical
belief as a “state of the body” rather than a “state of mind,” the body
being a “repository for the most precious values.” 43 Studies of the role of
Bildung and Sittlichkeit in the embourgeoisement of Jews as part of the

38. Carlo Ginzburg, Clues, Myths, and the Historical Method (Baltimore, Md.,
1989), 102–08.
(Chicago, 1983).
40. Jeremy Stolow, “Communicating Authority, Consuming Tradition: Ortho-
odox Literature and the Jewish Reading Public,” Religion, Media, and the Public
Sphere, ed. B. Meyer and A. Moors (Bloomington, Ind., in press). See also the
new journal Material Religion: The Journal of Objects, Art, and Belief.
41. Ginzburg, Clues, Myths, and the Historical Method.
42. Pierre Bourdieu, The Logic of Practice (Stanford, Calif., 1990), 53.
43. Haym Soloveitchik, “Rupture and Reconstruction: The Transformation of
Contemporary Orthodoxy,” Tradition 28.4 (1994): 64–130; Bourdieu, The Logic of
Practice, 68–69.
emancipation project, a concern of longstanding interest in Jewish studies, are also matters of habitus.\footnote{See George L. Mosse, \textit{German Jews beyond Judaism} (Bloomington, Ind. and Cincinnati, Ohio 1985).} The Zionist project, as explored by scholars such as Anat Helman and Tamar Katriel, attempted to create a new kind of habitus in the Yishuv (and later).\footnote{See, for example, Anat Helman, “Was There Anything Particularly Jewish about ‘The First Hebrew City?’” \textit{The Art of Being Jewish in Modern Times: Essays on Jews and Aesthetic Culture}, ed. B. Kirshenblatt-Gimblett and J. Karp (Philadelphia, forthcoming), and Tamar Katriel, \textit{Performing the Past: A Study of Israeli Settlement Museums} (Mahwah, N.J., 1997). I count David Efron’s work on gesture, discussed above, as an important contribution as well, even though he did not conceive his study in these terms.} We have the new Jewish scholarship to thank for an appreciation of the historical and cultural specificities of Jewish habitus in relation to gender and especially women.

What might a more embodied Jewish studies look like? While \textit{sensuous histories} would be attentive to sensuous aspects of Jewish life, \textit{sensory histories} would examine the nature of the Jewish sensorium itself, its structure and hierarchy, in all of its specificities and variations.\footnote{For an indication of what a sensory Jewish studies might address, see David Howes, ed., \textit{The Varieties of Sensory Experience: A Sourcebook in the Anthropology of the Senses} (Toronto, 1991), and his two most recent books: \textit{Sensual Relations: Engaging the Senses in Culture and Social Theory} (Ann Arbor, Mich., 2003), and Howes, ed., \textit{Empire of the Senses: The Sensual Culture Reader} (Oxford, 2004), which is part Sensory Formations, the series he is editing.} Until now, attention to the senses in relation to Jews has focused on pathologies—on negative representations (for example, the Jewish stench—\textit{foetor judaicus}) and deficits (the “artless Jew”). There are important exceptions, including Kalman Bland’s attention to “the well-tempered sensorium” in \textit{The Artless Jew} and Robert Bonfil’s \textit{Jews in Renaissance Italy}, which, under the heading “Structures of Mentality,” includes chapters on time and space, sounds and stillness, colors, tastes, and odors.\footnote{Kalman P. Bland, \textit{The Artless Jew: Medieval and Modern Affirmations and Denials of the Visual} (Princeton, N.J., 2000), 71–91; Bland explicitly positions his work in relation to visual studies and “body studies” (p. 10). Robert Bonfil, \textit{Jewish Life in Renaissance Italy} (Berkeley, Calif., 1994).} The only Jewish sense to receive sustained attention in its own right is the visual, whether its purported underdevelopment or the historically specific ways it figures in the Jewish mystical tradition, for example.\footnote{See Elliot R. Wolfson, \textit{Through a Speculum that Shines: Vision and Imagination in Medieval Jewish Mysticism} (Princeton, N.J., 1994), on visualization in Jewish mysticism.}

Similarly, a more affective Jewish studies would attend to the emo-
tional dimensions of Jewish life, as well as to the history of the emotions themselves, in ways that would rethink the mind (thought) / body (feeling) binary.\textsuperscript{49} With the rare exception, for example, James Matisoff’s study of psycho-extensive expressions in Yiddish, the emotions that have received the most serious and sustained attention to date are those related to trauma.\textsuperscript{50} Not surprisingly, it is around Holocaust memory and memorialization (and studies of them) that we find the richest, as well as most self-conscious and contentious, efforts to address affective—even somatic and visceral—experience, as can be seen in the protocols for viewing videotaped interviews in the the Fortunoff Video Archive for Holocaust Testimonies at Yale University; the dramaturgy of March of the Living, which often culminates with “The Israel Experience”; the proprioceptive and kinesthetic design of Holocaust museums and memorials; and the embodied nature of witnessing and memory.\textsuperscript{51}

Last but not least, what are the boundaries of the Jewish body, in all its variations, and where might such a question lead? Just as there are more than five senses—the number of senses, now calculated by scientists


as nine, is itself a research topic—so too are the body’s boundaries not given: the body does not begin and end with its biggest organ, the skin, or the limits of sensory perception. In 1992, the anthropologist Emily Martin asked, “Why is the body such an intense focus of attention in the academy today?” Her answer pointed to fundamental changes in how the body is organized and experienced, including transformations in body percept and practice, such that the very boundaries of the body and concomitant notions of personhood are put into question. Such changes in our own circumstances, intensified by new medical and communication technologies, produce a heightened awareness and scholarly concern with the body and prompt a rethinking of mind/body, text/body, thinking/feeling, hearing/seeing, and even the animate/inanimate dichotomy, nowhere more dramatically than in Bruno Latour’s actor-network theory. An actor-network includes anyone and anything (objects, texts, technologies) that can act. Intelligence is distributed across the network. Kathleen Biddick’s work on graphic technologies in relation to circumcision and baptism is inspired in part by Latour.

Where then will the statement that the Jewish mind is more important and influential than the Jewish body take Jewish studies—indeed, where has this position taken the field to date? Are there no paths not yet taken—along the margins of the field as presently constituted—that might lead in unexpected, yet productive, directions, even if that means taking Jewish studies beyond its current, carefully guarded borders?

